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Visit us Dec. 1st and 2nd!
Posted by waza - 2009/12/01 15:27

_____________________________________

What happens if ordering a mix of sci-fi and non-sci-fi.
There is only one coupon code space, can you use both on the same order?
Making two orders would loose any benefit on extra postage. I don't want to test because I know often
these codes are one use only so I want to have the right combination in my cart before ordering.
============================================================================

Visit us Dec. 1st and 2nd!

Posted by Senorcannon - 2009/12/01 20:06
_____________________________________

Ooops I messed up, ordered right after midnight since there was only 1 Medieval Bulding Set left and
didn't want to miss. I assumed the 10% came of automatically. Oh, well, it can go towards funding more
new sets!
============================================================================

Visit us Dec. 1st and 2nd!
Posted by Harneloot - 2009/12/01 21:29

_____________________________________

Its still before midnight here!
============================================================================

Visit us Dec. 1st and 2nd!

Posted by Ghenghis Ska - 2009/12/02 11:04
_____________________________________

What happens if ordering a mix of sci-fi and non-sci-fi.
There is only one coupon code space, can you use both on the same order?
Making two orders would loose any benefit on extra postage. I don't want to test because I know often
these codes are one use only so I want to have the right combination in my cart before ordering.
I had the same question, in the end, I think since I have loads of the Sci-Fi Room sets, and I was just
picking up one extra one, to show support of the Sci-Fi line... I will just take it out, save the $45 or so and
just go with the ones I don't have at all, plan of grabbing Doe:Hellscape, and the RotA Ruined Entrance
bit.
This way I can get the new one and see if I like it enough to get more later.
============================================================================
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Visit us Dec. 1st and 2nd!
Posted by admin - 2009/12/02 15:36

_____________________________________

What happens if ordering a mix of sci-fi and non-sci-fi.
There is only one coupon code space, can you use both on the same order?
Making two orders would loose any benefit on extra postage. I don't want to test because I know often
these codes are one use only so I want to have the right combination in my cart before ordering.
Sorry for the late reply. Send me your proposed order and we can work out a special coupon code.
============================================================================

Visit us Dec. 1st and 2nd!
Posted by waza - 2009/12/02 16:56

_____________________________________

What happens if ordering a mix of sci-fi and non-sci-fi.
There is only one coupon code space, can you use both on the same order?
Making two orders would loose any benefit on extra postage. I don't want to test because I know often
these codes are one use only so I want to have the right combination in my cart before ordering.
Sorry for the late reply. Send me your proposed order and we can work out a special coupon code.
email sent
============================================================================

Visit us Dec. 1st and 2nd!
Posted by weaverjk - 2009/12/03 18:14

_____________________________________

Just wanted to say Thank You. We appreciate the opportunity to save money, especially when buying
something that makes us happy to begin with!
John
============================================================================
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